Solidarity With Charlotte, Tulsa
A

n estimated 1,000 Atlantans led by the Georgia
NAACP, Black Lives Matter, #stopkillingus and allied
organizations quickly organized Sept. 23 to demonstrate
downtown in solidarity with the protests against police
killings of Keith Scott in Charlotte, NC and Terence Crutcher
in Tulsa, OK. (Crowd estimate from Atlanta Progressive
News http://atlantaprogressivenews.com/2016/09/26/
atlantans-march-against-police-killings-of-crutcherscott-rogers-robinson/ .) t
Top photo: Steve Eberhardt
Left: Front row, left to right: Seyoum Bey, founder of GSU
Malcolm X Grassroots Movement; GSU law students DSA
member Megan Harrison, JoJo Hill, and Jarrod Cox;
Dr. Tanya Washington, GSU law professor and Peoplestown
resident resisting eviction.
www.dsa-atlanta.org
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From Atlanta to the DNC With
the

People’s Revolution

By Daniel Hanley
by Daniel
Hanley

A

MADSA member organized a caravan to the Democratic
National Convention in Philadelphia with a dozen other
Atlantans to express outrage towards the anti-democratic
nomination process that gave general election voters the two
least popular options in decades, both largely in opposition to
the popular social and economic justice platform advanced by
Bernie Sanders.
The Bernie delegates from Atlanta, reportedly one of the
most militantly irreverent groups in attendance, shared firsthand accounts of harassment, dismissal, and even physical
abuse towards Bernie delegates. DNC security threatened
to revoke the credentials of anyone who might dispel the
illusion of party unity. One member of the Georgia delegation,
expressing grief at an emotional moment, was struck by a
laughing Clinton delegate’s cane. In one widely-circulated
video, Democratic Party of Georgia chair DuBose Porter, his

sons, and Clinton delegate Will Fowlkes are seen deliberately
blocking several Bernie delegates with large signs. One
Atlanta delegate confirmed that Clinton delegates were given
written instructions to drown out any dissenting issueoriented chants (for a living wage or against the TPP, for
instance) with Hillary-oriented chants.
The Clinton-aligned crowds silenced the Bernie delegates’
righteous cries to end war (“NO MORE WAR!”) with an ultranationalist response (“USA! USA!”). Whether the country
chooses Trump or Clinton, white nationalist ideology and war
are the way forward, apparently. Around the globe, fascism
is on the rise, and anyone who is complicit in this should be
ashamed. We should stand with survivors of U.S. violence –
detainees in prisons and ICE facilities, people terrorized by
drone strikes – and adopt a distinctly anti-nationalist outlook.
The U.S is the most feared country in the world by a large

Top: The Bernie signal mysteriously appears. Photo: Matheus Blasczak Left: Demonstrating with Democracy Spring. Photo: Matheus Blasczak
Right: Daniel Hanley (standing, third from left) with other Atlantans in Philly. Photo: Anonymous restaurant patron
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margin. When you wave its flag, what does that look like to
its victims?
Most of the Atlanta group, those who were not delegates,
occupied the nearby FDR Park overnight, spending six nearlysleepless, malnourished, sunburnt days on the streets of
Philly. They joined thousands of other protesters to shut
down a major road several times per day during marches for
specific struggles, such as environmental and racial justice,
Bernie’s platform, third-party efforts, or general grievances
against Clinton and the DNC.
Several Atlanta activists joined a Democracy Spring march
demanding that the DNC abolish super-delegates, reverse
Citizens United, support publicly financed elections, restore
the Voting Rights Act, and otherwise get money out of politics,
embracing the principle of one person, one vote. One Atlantan
participated in nonviolent direct actions, scaling the fence
around the Wells Fargo Center and later infiltrating the
second security checkpoint, blocking delegates’ access to the

convention. We were pleased to hear that the second action
coincided with a speech by Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed. These
actions resulted in roughly 100 citations by Philadelphia police.
Despite the media’s collaboration in staging a carefullychoreographed victory spectacle for the billionaire class,
the dissenters got their message across, inside and outside
the secure zone: the political revolution continues. And the
alternative is unthinkable: could you imagine if the DNC
threw a rigged, anti-democratic coronation for a human
rights violator, and no one showed up in dissent? If no one
demonstrated that a source of legitimate people power exists
outside of the two-party political system? t
For a statement on the presidential election by DSA’s
National Political Committee, go to http://www.dsausa.
org/election2016, and see the national Democratic Left blog
at dsausa.org for posts with a variety of viewpoints on the
election. –Editor

Trump, the Alt-Right and the
Threat of Frat Boy Fascism
J

ust what is the Alt-Right? That’s a question that’s been buzzing
about ever since Hillary Rodham Clinton publicly labeled
Donald Trump as their candidate of choice – a charge validated
by Trump’s appointment of Breitbart News chairman Stephen
Bannon, credited with turning Breitbart.com into a mouthpiece
of the Alt-Right, as his campaign chief.
Is the so-called “Alternative Right” a real force, or is it just
a convenient rhetorical tool for ramping up fear of a Trump
presidency? Does it pose a real threat? Or is it simply the
latest variation of the time-worn appeal to vote for the lesser
of two evils?
Such questions are understandable. Most people, even
those who take an active interest in politics, aren’t particularly
cognizant of the fever swamp of white supremacist, antiSemitic extremism. They tend to consider it a politically
irrelevant, if poisonous, fringe typified by the be-robed
Klansman or brown-shirted Neo-Nazi. It seems incredible
that such could have any influence on the mainstream of our
national political life.
Unfortunately, this conception is erroneous.
While it’s true that some Alt-Rightists conform to the
above caricatures, they are only the tip of the iceberg. Below
the surface there is a larger reserve who share the same
virulently racist outlook but recognize that a barefaced
avowal of it has little chance of gaining traction beyond the
far-right fringe. The history of the racist, anti-Semitic Right
in the 36 years since the election of Ronald Reagan has been,
in large part, one of repeated attempts by this element to
insinuate themselves into the GOP and thereby legitimize
their essentially genocidal perspectives. In pursuit of this goal
they’ve tried a variety of strategies and ploys – chief among
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By W.B. Reeves

these being the use of coded appeals and symbols, specifically
designed to obscure their true character from the uninitiated
while tapping into the existing prejudices and bigotries that
afflict our society.
The Alt-Right is both the latest and, with its embrace by
Donald Trump, their most effective attempt thus far. It’s the
culmination of a 30-years-plus effort.
We now are confronted by a presidential candidate
who doesn’t just pander to inchoate, generalized racial
prejudice but who appeals directly to organized white
supremacy and anti-Semitism by adopting and regurgitating
its methods and tropes. One whose personal style of vulgar
bombast, crude caricature, blatant dishonesty, incitement
and bullying is a perfect match for the online frat-boy
agitation of the Alt-Right – a match made in Hell with the
potential to normalize outright fascism in the guise of
pseudo-populist appeals.
There are a multitude of reasons to oppose Donald
Trump. That he is an opportunistic demagogue battening off
the divisions that wrack the U.S. body politic alone should
be sufficient. However, we shouldn’t make the error of
dismissing him as a mere clown. He represents a potentially
catastrophic development in U.S. politics.
We must educate ourselves and the public at large about
the true character of the so-called Alt-Right and the threat
posed by Trump’s alliance with them. Defeating Trump and
his racist allies is imperative. t
A more detailed account of the origins of the Alt Right by
W.B. Reeves can be found here: http://www.dailykos.com/
story/2016/08/30/1562309/-What-s-New-about-the-Alt-Right
  Fall 2016 v EQUALITY

Vote No to Amendment 1–Gov. Deal’s School Takeover
By Minnie Ruffin

L

ast year, the Georgia legislature passed by a supermajority
in both the Senate and the House SR 287 and SB 133,
which would allow Governor Deal to take total control of
“failing” public schools - and their funding.
Senate Resolution 287 was a referendum that allowed for
Georgia’s Opportunity School District (OSD) Plan to be placed
on the Nov. 8, 2016 general election ballot as a constitutional
amendment. Senate Bill 133 was the enabling legislation,
which set forth details of implementation and how the Plan
would be written into the Georgia constitution—if the voters
approve the amendment by a simple majority.
The OSD amendment is Amendment 1 on the ballot. It
reads as follows:
Provides greater flexibility and state accountability to fix
failing schools through increasing community involvement.
Senate Resolution No. 287
Resolution Act No. 309
Ga. L.2015, p. 1498

significantly positive results after three years, while ASD
schools experienced smaller positive results in a few cases
and negative results in most cases (Zimmer et al, ASD
Report, Dec 2015). This proves that state and corporate
takeovers of schools are unnecessary; local public school
districts can intervene to improve student performance
in their own schools when resources and innovations are
appropriately applied.
The school-takeover movement is currently rapidly
growing all over the country. The majority of school
takeovers convert schools into charter schools with corporate
management. When these charter schools are set up, the
local school systems experience a reduction in funds needed
to operate the remaining schools. Additionally, they lose the
school buildings, their contents and land. This makes it more
difficult to operate the schools that are left behind.

( ) YES Shall the Constitution of Georgia be amended to
allow the state to intervene in chronically failing
( ) NO schools in order to improve student performance?
A YES vote would allow the Governor to appoint a
superintendent with authority to assume the supervision,
management, and operation of up to 100 schools (20 per
year) that earn an F rating on a designated evaluation for three
consecutive years or more. This includes the power to receive,
control, and expend appropriated federal, state, and local funds.
Additionally, the OSD would take over the school buildings
and their content, and the land; however, major repairs and
construction would be paid for by the local public school boards.
The OSD Superintendent would select the schools for
the new district, and would assign each school to one of four
possible models:
Direct management by the OSD;
Shared governance by OSD and the local school board,
where the OSD has authority to direct changes at the school
while the school board would be allowed to operate the school;
Reconstitution of the school as an OSD charter and
petition the Charter School Commission (established via a Ga.
constitutional amendment in 2012) for permission, and
Closure if the school does not have full capacity enrollment.
The OSD Plan was patterned after the Recovery School
District (RSD) of New Orleans and the Achievement School
District (ASD) of Tennessee. Although both of these districts
have reported success, a closer look at student performance
reveals that results are mixed and do not live up to the promised
outcomes or hype. For example, in order to demonstrate
improvements, RSD changed the standards for success. So
after 10 years of operation, and using the changed scale, 60%
of elementary and middle schools showed “improvements”;
however, half of the high schools were still failing (Aditi Sen,
Center for Popular Democracy, Feb 2016).
In Tennessee, failing schools that were subjected to
the local public schools’ intervention plan experienced

Amendment 1 opponents rally Aug. 20 at First Iconium Baptist Church.
Photo: Atlanta for All

Finally, the major focus of the takeover plans appears to be
money, not student performance. In fact, the enabling legislature
for the Georgia OSD plan hardly mentions student performance.
These plans appear to use the takeovers as an excuse to take
funds from poor neighborhoods while simultaneously removing
local control, which could leave the population in those
neighborhoods even worse off in the long run.
Governor Deal and several legislators support the
proposed OSD. Also, Students First GA, the local branch of
Michelle Lee’s Students First organization, and corporate
management organizations support OSD. They have come out
with a slick commercial promoting how much OSD is needed
to help low-performing students. On the other hand, several
organizations, groups and individuals have voiced opposition
to the proposed Opportunity School District, including
unions, several public school boards and superintendents,
social activist groups, civil rights groups, justice groups, and
peace groups. The opponents of OSD have also come out
with a commercial pointing out their concerns for the loss of
education funds and local control.
House parties are being scheduled for people to meet
up and get additional information on OSD and why everyone
should vote NO on Amendment 1. To sign up or host one of
these house parties, go to: www.atlforall.org . You can also
help by joining and/or donating to the Keep Georgia Schools
Local campaign at http://keepgeorgiaschoolslocal.org. t
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Democratic Socialist Youth Organize

A

dam Cardo, founder of Emory U. Young Democratic
Socialists (YDS), a MADSA officer and member of
the national DSA Anti-Racism Working Group, and Dave
Littman, founder of U. GA YDS, represented us at the summer
YDS conference “From Sanders to
the Grassroots” Aug. 5-7 in Chevy
Chase, MD. Dave led a workshop on
environmental socialism.
The conference was “an
unprecedented act of strategic unity
for the U.S.-based student left,” said
Meghan Brophy, a member of the
national YDS Coordinating Committee,
because it brought together College
Students for Bernie and the Student Photo: DSA national office

Labor Action Project as well as YDS. The current YDS Activist
Agenda is “Toward an Anti-Racist Socialism.”
To contact YDS chapters in Georgia or to find out how to
start a YDS chapter on your campus, see ydsusa.org. t

Cecily McMillan, Occupier and Prisoners’ Rights Advocate,
Publishes Memoir

M

ADSA threw a party Aug. 13
at the Music Room in the Old
Fourth Ward, to celebrate member
Cecily McMillan’s new book and
benefit the Georgia Civil Disobedience
Fund. The Emancipation of Cecily
McMillan, an American Memoir
(Nation Books) describes the author’s
difficult childhood growing up in
Atlanta and Texas, her struggle to
get an education, her Occupy Wall
St. activism and the three months
she spent in NYC’s notorious Rikers
Island Prison following an OWS-related arrest - which
inspired her to become a fervent advocate for prisoners’

rights. The event raised $1,100 for the Fund, which pays bail
and legal expenses for people arrested while nonviolently
protesting for justice.
Thanks to A Capella for selling many copies of the
book, signed by Cecily (left), who also read passages and
engaged the packed audience in a Q and A, and to the
outstanding musicians who performed for us following
the reading (Feat, RAHBI, Hero the Band, Loner, The
Queendom and Shalom Little). Special thanks to MADSA
supporters Johnnie Martinez and Brandon Ley, owners of
the Joystick Game Bar and the new Georgia Beer Garden,
and to Keiran Neely, owner of the Music Room who made
his club available to us so generously after our first host,
the Georgia Beer Garden, met with a last-minute delay of
its long-anticipated opening. t

Socialist Dialogue Features Feminist History

T

he August Socialist Dialogue series screened “She’s Beautiful
When She’s Angry,” an inspiring documentary about the
1960’s women’s liberation movement. Betsey Miklethun, a
veteran of the movement, introduced the film and Megan
Harrison, a young law student, responded afterwards - pointing

out, among other things, how much the film could have added had
it brought the story up to the present. In the ensuing discussion
the audience, comprised of diverse ages, races and genders,
contributed their perspectives. (Our next Socialist Dialogue will
be a MADSA “open house” on democratic socialism; see page 7.)

Celebrating Labor Day With GA AFL-CIO

M

ADSA members celebrated Labor
Day with our union brothers and
sisters at the Georgia AFL-CIO’s annual
Labor Day picnic. International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE)
member Al Herman (left) and State Sen.
Vincent Fort (right) checked out the MADSA
table, staffed by (left to right) Adam Cardo,
Barbara Joye and Milt Tambor. t
Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins)
www.dsa-atlanta.org
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Moral Monday’s National
Supporting Prisoners
Day of Action/Fight for $15 on Strike
By Adam Cardo

M

embers of ATL Raise Up, Moral Monday Georgia, MADSA,
the NAACP and other organizations demonstrated at our
State Capitol during a National Day of Action on Monday, Sept.
12, called by Rev. William Barber’s Moral Monday movement.
People of faith, workers and community activists gathered at
state capitols in 25 states to deliver the “Higher Ground Moral
Declaration,” which calls on governors, senators, state legislators
and candidates for office to move away from extremist politics
and policies that benefit the few and move toward policies and
laws that are just and fair and guarantee a better life for the
majority of the people. Supporters of the Fight for $15, led by
ATL Raise Up, were major participants in the day’s actions. t

O

n Sept. 9, the 45th anniversary of the Attica Prison uprising,
prisoners around the country started a nationwide strike to
protest prison labor. The strike, coordinated by the Incarcerated
Workers Organizing Committee of the International Workers of
the World (IWW), in conjunction with local groups, seeks an end
to forced labor at slave wages, illegal reprisals, and inhumane
living conditions.
In the local Atlanta area, Atlanta Anarchist Black Cross
and the Atlanta IWW coordinated most of the actions. A
march Sept. 9 protested several businesses in the Old Fourth
Ward (McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Starbucks, and Aramark) which
use products produced by prison labor. On Sept. 10, Atlanta
activists, with members of the Huntsville, Al. IWW and
two DSA members from Huntsville, traveled to Donaldson
Correctional Facility near Birmingham, Alabama. Outside,
protesters beat drums, shouted at passing cars, and videochatted with prisoners using contraband cell phones. For
more information on the strike: https://itsgoingdown.org/
prisonstrike-resistance-to-slavery-across-the-world/ t

Lorraine Fontana (holding sign) and Ann Mauney (arm raised) were
among the MADSA members who marched from Trinity Methodist
Church to Liberty Plaza for a rally before a delegation delivered the
Declaration to Governor Deal’s office. Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins

Jacobin Reading Group
A monthly Jacobin Reading Group, independent from but
endorsed by MADSA, holds discussions inspired by articles
from the popular Jacobin magazine on current issues. Past
topics included black liberation, the labor movement, and
modern anti-colonialism. Meetings are usually held the last
Sunday of the month at Manuel’s Tavern at 3 P.M. For more
info: contact Adam Cardo at acardo1120@gmail.com or join
the Jacobin Atlanta Facebook group. t

Teamster leader Eric Robertson (far right) led a lively discussion on the
U.S. labor movement. Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins

Strike support outside Donaldson Prison. Photo: Justin Richards

Continue the Revolution:
MADSA Open House Oct. 16

M

ADSA, like DSA nationally, has grown by leaps
and bounds during the past year. Our next Socialist
Dialogue, 2-4 pm Sun. Oct. 16: “Continuing the Revolution: An
Introduction to Democratic Socialists of America,” will help old
and new members get to know each other better and become
more active. We will discuss what
democratic socialism is all about, why
we joined, and opportunities for working
together in the coming months. After the
meeting, we will encourage everyone to
regroup for a beverage nearby (location
TBA) to put the “social” in “socialist!”
Where: Decatur Recreation Center, 231
Sycamore St., Decatur. To help plan
this series of public forums, contact Ray
Miklethun at miklethun@gmail.com t
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Sept. Meeting Celebrates
Open Door Community,
Elects MADSA Officers

M

ADSA’s membership meeting Sept. 24 was one of our
most inspiring. We heard recollections of the Open Door
Community (ODC)-led 1990 occupation of the then-abandoned
Imperial Hotel, which resulted in the re-opening of the hotel for
homeless people and other gains in affordable housing. Historian
Charles Steffens called it “one of the most dramatic street actions
in Atlanta since the student-led civil rights protests of the 1960s.”
The main speaker, Terry Easton, author of Raising Our Voices,
Breaking the Chain: The Imperial Hotel Occupation as Prophetic
Politics, was joined by ODC founders MADSA member Ed
Loring and Murphy Davis, and other veterans of the occupation
and ODC board and community members. (See the Summer 2016
Equality for an article by Easton.) For a copy of his book, donate
$10 to the ODC; write or call:
The Open Door Community
910 Ponce de Leon Ave,. NE, Atlanta, GA 30306
404-874-9652 ext. 101

Following the general discussion, MADSA members present
elected officers for 2016-2017: Chair Milt Tambor, Treasurer
Travis Reid, Membership Secretary Barbara Segal, Recording
Secretary Barbara Joye and members at-large Adam Cardo,
Cecily McMillan, and Eric Robertson. Thanks to Nomination
Chair Bob Caine and outgoing officers Daniel Hanley and Greg
Ames. We continue to explore ways to develop new leadership to
help us grow in the years to come. t

MADSA is Proud of Pride;
Join Us Oct. 9-10

J

oin us once again in the MADSA Pride March contingent on
Sun. Oct. 10 and at the MADSA booth at the fabulous Atlanta
Pride festival Sat. and Sun. Volunteer to help staff the booth – it’s
fun! MADSA member Dave Hayward will be a grand marshall.
For more information, contact travis.reid@yahoo.com.

This year, we are supporting the Atlanta-North Georgia Labor
Council’s new chapter of pride@work, an AFL-CIO organization
which fights for full equality for LGBTQ workers. For more
information about pride@work: ktemple@unitedwayatlanta.org t

MADSA at Pride 2015 march. Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins.
Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins

Fight Workplace Sexual
Harassment Oct. 6

O

n Thurs., Oct 6, 11:30am-1:30pm, ATL Raise Up #Fightfor15
will lead a rally at McDonald’s, 31 Forsyth St 30303,
against workplace sexual harassment.
“Forty percent of female fast food workers have faced
unwanted sexual behavior on the job – more than twice the rate
of sexual harassment found in other industries. Join us as we rally
to transform silent shame into public power as workers in over 10
cities across the country go public with their stories of workplace
sexual harassment. People deserve dignity in the workplace and in
their communities. On Oct. 6 we’ll send this message nationally.”
– ATL Raise Up
For updates on the Atlanta Fight for $15 campaign: @
ATLRaiseUp on Facebook and Twitter. To volunteer, contact Jaira
Burke at 404-408-5968 or jburke@raiseupfor15.org t
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etro Atlanta DSA encourages our members to
contribute to this newletter. Let us know what’s
going on in your community–your struggles, inspirations,
successes. Appeal for support, share pictures, ask
questions, or editorialize.

Send submissions to:
Barbara Joye
barbara@freejoye.com
For information about Metro Atlanta DSA:
dsa-atlanta.org • mltambor@yahoo.com • 770-313-4628
For information about the
Democratic Socialists of America: dsausa.org
Equality is edited by Barbara Joye • Production Barbara Segal
Labor donated
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Douglass-Debs Dinner
November 12
Recover from the election among friends and comrades!
Our annual Douglass-Debs awards dinner is much more
than MADSA’s major fundraiser, which allows us to support
many important partners and causes; it also gathers Atlanta’s
progressive community together, honors our leaders, and
provides an evening of fun and inspiration. This year’s keynote
speaker, Larry Cohen, is past president of the Communications
Workers of America and a senior advisor to Bernie Sanders. We
will honor Peoplestown Revitalization Corporation President
Columbus Ward and Hip Hop recording artist and activist for
justice Killer Mike (Michael Render).
A record crowd of members and friends turned out for the 2015
dinner. Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins

Larry Cohen

Killer Mike Render

Columbus Ward

Where: Loft at Castleberry Hill, 170 Northside Drive.
When: Sat. Nov. 12. Reception 6 pm, dinner 7 pm. Tickets are
going fast! Send $50 per ticket to Douglass-Debs Committee
c/o Milt Tambor, 5425 Brooke Ridge Circle, Atlanta GA
30338. Some subsidies available for low-income and students.
Contact Milt Tambor at 770-313-4628 t

Stay in the Loop
Check our local and national
blogs at dsa-atlanta.org
and dsausa.org, and our
Facebook pages.
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